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Legend: 

B -- Bug fix I -- Improvement X -- Additional explanation

-- Change applies to the Android ELD app -- Change applies to the iOS ELD app -- Change applies to the online portal

Summary of previous Release Notes (240, Feb 10th, 2023):

- Option to mark Driving time as “System or User Error.”
- Adding PU and YM miles to the distance traveled on the app Logbook and Print/Display option (app and portal)
- DVIR-only iOS
- Add support to Canadian certifications on the Portal
- Adding Adverse Condition remark to current duty status
- Modify User Hierarchy to allow Master Reseller to make changes on Client Limited user accounts

Released Features
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Changes release 241: 

Item Change B/I/X Description

241-1 I Changes to Violation Notifications.
Only new violations triggered by the new status change will be notified. The previous violations won’t 
be notified again, which means the violation notification will only happen once.

241-2 I The length of VIN in the trailer profile is no longer validated.
From this version on, the trailer’s VIN won’t be validated. It is the driver’s responsibility to enter that 
information correctly.

241-3 B Fix the Signature of DVIR in Landscape Mode. 
When a tablet is in the landscape position, the DVIR signature will be saved in a font size that could 
be visible. Also, it will be added to the DVIR PDF with the correct size.

241-4 B The Canadian Algorithm doesn’t require eight consecutive hours on the day to 
verify the Daily OFF Time Required violation. 

“A driver must take at least 10 hours of off-duty time in a day. This time must include at least 2 
hours of off-duty time that does not form part of the required period of 8 consecutive hours of off -
duty time and can be split up into breaks of not less than 30 minutes.”

The violation of the Daily OFF Time Required didn’t include the requirement of eight consecutive 
hours on that day.

241-5 B Add missing Items in the Canadian DVIR Schedule 
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